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Summary
The Karlsruhe design of a steam cooled fast reactor (D1) has been
subject of a systems analysis. Here the dependence of fuel inventory,
breeding ratio, rating, core geometry and plant efficiency on coolant
pressure, and cQolant temperature has been studied for two different
rod powers. The effect of artificial surface ro~~ess has been inve-
stigated. For some configurations the resulting fuel cycle and capital
costs have been determined and discussed.
The main influence results from pressure. The lower pressure allows
for higher breeding ratios, but lower efficiencies and vice versa. From
this the fuel cycle costs show an optimum in the range of 150 ata. The
capital costs on the other side decrease with pressure. The overall
optimum of the power generating'costs for the presently studied para-
. . 0
meter range is at about 170 ata, a coolant outlet temperature of 540 C
and a rod power of 420 W/cm. Artificial roughness (boundary layer type)
leads for a required system pressure and outlet temperature to a larger
coolant volume fraction, and, therefore, to reduced breeding ratios,
but higher efficiencies.
As another part of the work some stability characteristics of the
cores have been studied. The dependence of the core stability on the
varied parameters is shown.
x) Work perforrned within the association in the field of fast reactors
between the European Atomic Energy Community and Gesellschaft für
Kernf'orschung mbH., Karlsruhe
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1. r.ntroducti~
The design of a steam cooled f~st breeder reaötor (D1) ;-1 7 was
subject of a systems analysis. It cQmprisesa sY$tematic variation of
various design par~ters of: the co~e .änd i ts irtfluence on the power ge_
nerating costs. One of the problemspf this investigation was the lack of
reference points from other designs; another one the g:i:'eat number of ind~­
pendent parameters, which had become evident alread.y d1Jlring the work on
the D1 study. The broad field of possible variations had to be harröwed
down to permit the target to be reached within a reasOhable time. Thus,
to mention just one important possibility of variation, the design con-
cept, i.e. the external structure and the flowsheet of the plant, were
incorporated from D1 wiihout any change. On this basis the dynamic,
safety and thermodynamic nuclear 90nsiderations are developed.
A major objective of the thermohydraul~c, nuclear and cost investi-
gations communicated in this report was the possibility of making qualith-
tive statements about the economical potential of a steam-cooled breeder
reactor and, in addition, to establish quantitative design criteria for
a prototype. Bere, the preference of low power generating costs or a high
breeding ratio played a speCial part. Therefore in particular the coolant
pressure was varied between 120 and 170 ata to show clearly to what exteht
the higher breeding ratio at lower press~es must be paid for in terms of
reduced economy.
The dynamic and safety investigations for the Dl plant carried out
at the same time are reported elsewhere /-2 7. Only the inflüence of the
varied parameters on some interesting dynamic characteristics are dealt
with.
2. Characteristic Data of the 1000 MW(e) Reference Reactor (Dl ,St~dy)
The nuclear reactor facility used as the basis for these studies is
a steam cooled fast breeder reactor with two steam turbines of 500 MW(e)
each in a direct cycle. One of the main features is the external genera-
tion of the saturated steam which is superheated in the reactor and taken
to the consumers, Le. secondary steam generator, reheater, injection
evaporator, and the turbines (Fig.l).
The reactor steel vessel houses the cylindrical core which is sur-
rounded by the blanket and the internal shield. The core itself consists
of two zones of different fuel enrichment. It consists of 163 hexagonal
fuel elements with 469 fuel rods each. Integral parts of the core ele-
ments are the upper and the lower axial blankets which, therefore, have
to be exchanged together with the core elements, while the exchange cycle
of the radial blanket elements can be determined 1ndependently upon
economical view points.
To reduce the moderating effect of the coolant to a m~m.mum, the
coolant fraction has to be small. 32 vol.% were chosen as a practical
minimum.
The coolant enters the reactor at the bottom, flows first upward
throug..l-). the radial blanket and then downward through the core and the
axial blankets into the inner one of two concentric tubes at the bottom
of the reactor vessel. The steam conditions at the reactor outlet are
170 ata and 5400C. The net efficiency of the power plant was calculated
to be 39.7 0/0.
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Under the.conditioIlS outlined an overall breeding !'ettio of 1.15 was
determined with a smeared fuel density of 87 % of the thebretical densi-
ty. With an average burnup of 55.000 MWd!tof the fuel as discharged and
a Pu price of $ 10/g and aload factor of 9.7 a value of mills 1.3/kWh
was calculated for the fuel cycle costs and mills 5.25/kWh for the power
generating costs.
A detailed description of the reactor plant is given in the reference
design study of the steam cooled fast breeder reactor i-I_7.
3. Parameter:;>
3.1 Independent Parameters
The main objective of the analysis consisted in investigating the
influence of the most significant design parameters upon the costs of
power production. These main parameters were varied within reasonable
limits, corresponding to the special requirements of steam cooling:
a) The sy-stem pressure P2 was varied from 120 to 170 ata at reactor
outlet. The lower limit is due to the fact that, in analogy to Dl,
reheating is planned. At pressures above 170 ata the breeding gain
will decrease drastically.
b) The coolant temperature '8 2 at the reactor outlet was another para-
meter which was varied be'Eween 4800 c and 5600 C. The lower limit is
dictated by the required steam quality at the endof expansion, the
upper one by the properties of the materials chosen for the turbine.
c) The max. nominal linear rod power X was varied within the limits of
370 - 420 W/cm.
Compared to the Dl study it was possible to increase the rod power
in general on the basis of an improved analysis of the hot channel fac-
tors. The values of X apply to the maximum linear rod power without
hot channel factors. Considering these factors and burnup increases the
values by some 15 0/0.
In another investigation the influence of turbulence promoters was
analysed.
As a consequence of the variations mentioned above, the following
properties were varied:
Core geometry, net efficiency, critical mass, breeding ratio of the
individual zones, specific power and hence necessarily, capital and
fuel cycle costs.
3.2 Parameters Kept Constant
The following parameters are taken directly from the Dl study
(Qel = 1000 MW(e» without variation:
a) The maximum can temperature T in the hot channel (hot channel
factor included) is not to ex~~d 7000 C because of creep collapse.
This value will be encountered at the hot spot on the inside of the
fuel can, considering cross mixing of the coolant as it is possible
with the helical spacers. Because of the poorer heat transfer proper-
ties with steam as compared to sodium (a factor of about 10) the
temperature of the can, in addition to the temperature in the center
of the fuel, became a special criterion of core design.
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b) The diameter of a fuel rod with can is 7 mtnJ the th:1.ckness of the wall
of the can is 0.37 mm.
c) Apart from the investigations with turbul~:rice promoters th~ volume
fraction of the. coölaut a in the core and in the axiälblanket was
restricted to the minimum of 32 vol.% in the lnterest of a good
br~eding ratio; this value 1s the minimum permissible from the engi-
neering standpoiht.
d) For the other dore materials the volume frabtions are as folIows:
Structural material in the core and
the axial blanket
Fuel (oxide fuel) in the core
in the radial blanket
Control rod folIower (Al203 )
e) The canning and structural materials are:
In the eore and the axial blanket
In the radial blanket
20.6 vol. 0/0
45.4 vol. 0/0
55.6 vol. 0/0
2-.0 vol.%
Ineonel 625
Ineoloy 800.
f) The nuelear ealeulations are carried out with the Am 26 group
eonstants set.
g) The smeared density of the fuel is 87 % of the theoretical density;
the isotopie Pu composition is 74/22.7/2.3/1.0.
h) The average burnup over time is 27.500 MWd/t.
i) The volumes of the two eore areas of different enrichments always are
of equal size.
k} The enrichment in the two core areas is selected such as to make the
maximum power densities in the two zones equal and eause the'reaetor
to reach the desired criticality.
1) For the reactors investigated an axial and radial blanket thickness of
35 cm is assumed.
m) The evaluation of the fuel cycle costs is based on aplant lifetime
of 25 years at 70 % load faetor. In the caleulations fuel transport
costs of $ 5/kg and delays of 0.5 years in fabrication and 0.6 years
in reproeessing were taken into aceount.
n) For the capital investment an interest rate of 7 % and a tax rate
of 2.7 % as weIl as a 1 % insuranee rate are assumed.
0) The priee of the plutonium and the depleted uranium is included in
the ealculations with rates of $ 10/g and $ 3/kg, respectively.
4. Methods of Calculation
4.1 Flowsheet
The flowsheet is shown in Fig.2 • On the basis of estimated values
of net effieiency, rod power, power distribution and ean temperature
the thermodynamic caleulation first determines the core eonfiguration,
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pressure lossesin the reaotor end the temperature distribution in the
core in the first approximatiön. The following calculcltions of reactor
physics and hot channel fadtors together with the results of the caicu~
lations forthe coolant c1rcuit~ result illriew values. of net efficiency,
rod power, axial power peak factor and maximum .. Can teIriperature. In this
vvay the rEölquired deSign q\l-antities net eilectrical powEir, max. linear
nominal rod power arid maximum can temper~ture W$re deterffiined by itera-
tion. Finally the powe~ gerierating costs are evaluated.
4.2 Thermodynamic Cycle Calculation
The thermodynamic calculation of the circuits is performed by means
of a digital program /-3 7. On the basis of the input data, such as net
electrical power, steäm pressure and temperature at reactor outlet, and
pressure drop in the reactor, this program calculates mass flows, steam
conditions, and net efficiency for the whole cooling circu:l.ts including
all energy losses. The design analysis of the components of the circuits
(steam generator, reheater, blower) is then carried out, also by digital
programs /-4,5 7, on the basis of the mass flows and steam conditions
determined. -
4.3 Thermodynamic Reactor Model
The model of the thermal calculation of the reactor starts with the
assumption of a eosine shaped power distribution in the axial direction
in the core. It accounts for the better heat transfer in the bundle com-
pared with the circular tube. The calculation of the core is performed
in several axial zones in each case with and without turbulence promoters.
The corresponding changes in the state variables and properties of the
steam are included in thecalculation as functions of pressure and tem-
perature.
4.4 Nuclear Caloulations
For the core configuration given by thermodynamios the interesting
nuclear quantities, i.e. critical mass, breeding ratio of the individual
zones and the power peak factors, are calculated with the Karlsruhe
nuclear program system NUSYS. Suitable use of results of zero and one
dimensional oalculations permit a considerable reduction in computing
time required for the two dimensiönal calculations.
4.5 Cost Calculations
As was mentioned above, the Dl study supplied the plant concept
and the flowsheet of the circuit for the systems analysis. The varied
reactor parameters by necessity resulted in changes or rather adapta-
tions also of the rest of the cycle. A digital program was used to eva-
luate the necessary design changes. The influence of these design modi-
fications upon direct plant costs were taken into account. Also the
influence of changes in core geometry upon the costs of pressure vessel,
containment and reactor building are included in the analysis. Plant
components and reactor systems which do not specifically depend on
steam conditions were included under the prices corresponding to the
Dl data.
The fuel cycle costs are calculated by using the digital program
BAKO /-6 7. The input data required are taken from two dimensional
nucleär calculations. These are the geometry of the zones, their fuel
and fertile material compositions, and the corresponding breeding ratios.
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MOI'~'rer,other input data are. the thermal power, n~tefficiehby änd
bumup.The program then.calculates,. for various thieknecsse~ of the aXial
and radial. blankets and different lifetimes cf the taciialblariket) in
addition .to the detailed bosts the speoific fueJ. cycle cbsts. Ih case
the directand indirect capital eests a~e fed in; a1~o the specific capi-
tal arid energy generating costs are computed.
$1e inöst important cost terms of: fuel cycle cost are the costs of
fUel ei-ement f'abrication; reprocessing, and of fissile material. For a
given fuel fabrication plant throughput the fabricating costs are calcu-
lated foX> the care elements by the formula
(1 ) KFc = 86.1 + 4100 ( -l-- + o~) ( 1 _ HC)
DPIN DP 278
In this formula DPIN = diameter of the pellets 1-mm 7 and HC = heigt of
core I-ern 7. At constant pin diameter this resuits in core fabricating
costs-which are dependent only on the core height.
5. Results
5.1 Thermodynamic and Nuclear Results
The most important results of the thermodynamic and nuclear investi-
gations will be discussed on the basis of Fig. 3 - 6. The figures show
the influence of system pressure, coolant outlet temperature, and rod
power on the net efficiency of the plant ~N and on core geometry
(core volume Vc' ratio of core height/ core diameter Hc/Dc ) and on the
breeding ratio BR, critical mass Mcrit ' and rating RA.
5.1.1 Influence on Net Efficiency
The net efficiency (Fig.3) rises with increasing system pressure,
mainly due to the increasing density and speeific heat capacity (less
pumping power) of the steam. The step from 120 to 150 ata contributes
about twice as much gain (about 3 percent absolute) as the transition
from 150 to 170 ata.
An increase in the coolant outlet temperature, on one hand, re-
sults in an increase in the thermodynamic efficiency, however, on the
other hand, under the boundary conditions postulated (Tmax = const.,
Cl: = const.) i t also requires an increase in pumping power for tl-'.~
reactor. The resulting net efficiency, therefore, increases as a
function of coolant outlet temperature only as long as the gain in
thermal efficiency exceeds the corresponding losses due to increased
pumping power. Fig. 3 illustrates that the net efficiency will gra-
dually rise with temperature to the peak and then drop very rapidly.
The peaks move towards higher coolant outlet temperatures with in-
creasing system pressure, namely from 120 ata to 170 ata while going
from -8 2~ 5000 C to ~ 540oC.
Because of the higher pumping power in the core (larger coolant
mass flow and core heightX)) an increase in rod power is at the ex-
pense of the net efficiency.
x) see section 5.1.2
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5.1.2 Influence ön Core Geometry
As has been said earlier, the net efficiency of the plant increa-
ses with rising system pressure. This means that the gröss power to be
generated in the core and hence also the core volume willbecome smal-
ler with increasing system pressure (Fig.4a). Undet' the boundary cöndi-
tions listed in section 3.2, in particular the fact that the can tem-
perature should not exceed 7000C, the investigations also show the bore
height to change but little with rising system pt'essure. (In a change
from 120 to 170 ata triere is some 3 - 4 0/0 change in core height.)
This has only a minor feedback upon the axial power peak factör. TUe
volume change as a function of system pressure, therefo~e, is caused
essentially by the change in the core diameter (Vc"""'Dc ). The ratio
of core height/core diameter ch~ges only little in the process
(Fig.4b, 5b).
However, under the existing boundary conditions (Tmax = const.,
a = const.) an increase in the coolant outlet temperature requires a
considerably stronger increase in the core height. In a transition
from 5000 C to 5400 C the core height increases by about 50 0/0. This
results in higher pressure loss and also a worse axial power peak
factor. On the whole, a higher outlet temperature causes a greater
core volume and at the same time a considerable increase in the ratio
of core height/core diameter (Fig.4a,4b).
Because of the higher power density an increase in rod power will
result in a roughly proportional reduction of the core volurne and a
roughly proportional increase in the coölant velocity (Fig.5a). In
order to be able again to keep within the required can temperature,
the core height is bound to increase slightly at a given core outlet
temperature so that the ratio HeiDe becomes larger also in this case
(Fig.5b).
5.1.3 Influence on the Breeding Ratio and the Critical Mass of Fissile
Material in the Core
The dependence of the breeding ratio and the critical fuel mass
in the core on pressure (Fig.6a, 6b) can be understood more easily if
one considers that with rising pressure the neutron spectrurn will be-
come softer because of the higher coolant density. This decreases the
average D-val~~f the fuel (worse D-value of plutonium and less fast
fission; D =~ ) so that the enrichment has to be increased, which
a
results in a reduction of the breeding ratio. An additional reduction
of the breeding ratio is caused by the fact that the capture cross
section of the fertile material below an average neutron energy of
100 - 200 keV increases less markedly towards lower energies than
the absorption cross section of the fissile material. On the other
hand, there is a reduction in the critical mass with rising pressure
(up to 10 0/0), because the increase in enrichment with rising pres-
sure is more than compensated, by the simultaneous reduction in the
core volume.
The changes in geometry required in the case of an increase in
the coolant outlet temperature result in a reduction in the geometri-
cal buckling B2 • This leads to somewhat less external breeding, which
has a negative influence upon the total breeding ratio. The changes
in geometry mentioned above, are of such a kind, however, as to make
the height increase sharply and the diamete~ decrease markedly. This
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sn:l.f'ts the external bTeeding t)rocess frorn "bhe axial into th$ rä~ial
bll3.hket., whiCh has a. .. favourable' i~iuenee 'upcn the breeding ratio in
the Dl reactQr (caUS-ed by. the higner fuel volumefraction in the
rad1alblanket endthe use of Ineoloy 800 ihsteäd cf Ineonel 625).
This .~ffect 1s mUeh more marked than the .e:f'feets of a reduction cf B2
so that., on the whole, there 1s a definitive inarease in the overall
breeding ratio (about 0.03 - 0.04) with rising outiet temperature.
Upon the critical mass of fuel an increase in the coolant outlet
temperature has two opposite effects:
a) the core volume increases., as explained under 5.1.2.,
b) the enrichment decreases because of the smaller leakage losses
(reduction of B2).
These two effects almest compensate., except for slight differences
which depend on the pressure and the rod power.
With the increase in rod power the change in core diameter is
considerably smaller than with the previously discussed increase in
coolant outlet temperature. The breeding process, which is more favour-
able in the radial blanket., thus can have only a weak effect so that
also the increase in the breeding ratio is much smaller than in the
case of increasing the outlet temperature. The volume reduction con-
nected with the increase in rod power almost completely results in a
reduction of the critical mass of fissile material in the core due to
the nearly unchanged enrichment.
5.1.4 Influence Upon Rating
In accordance with the usual definition the rating was calculated
as
RA = 1'JN • Mcrit
It changes only very slightly at constant electric power as a function
of the system pressure and the coolant outlet temperature because of
the controversal behaviour of net efficiency 1'JN and critical mass
Mcrit (a maximum change of 1.5 % (Fig.6c)). As a function of rod
power., however., the change is very marked (~12 0/0)., especially
so because of the big change in critical mass.
5.2 Results of Cost Calculations
Fig.7 represents the capital cost trends of four important groups
of components of the plant. The "reactor" group (Fig.7a) comprises the
core support components, e.g. core support plate$ upper eore guide
plate, core elamping and other reactor internals and the pressure
vessel itself with top shield., superheated steam and saturated steam
headers with studs. The entries under "reaetor building" (Fig.7b) in-
clude the eosts of foundation of the reactor building, all the eoncrete
installations, the steel containment and the outer concrete shell.
Fig.7e summarizes the costs of the plant components under the heading
of "cooling eircuits" as there are various cireulation blowers, injee-
tion staam generators, secondary steam generators, steam aecumulator.,
feed pumps and the corresponding piping. The "turbine system" shown
in Fig. 7d includes the two turbo machines with condensers, reheaters
and the intercortilecting pipes.
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The partially strong degression and, I"espectively, progression cf
th~ cösts shoW in these figufoes for the variöus groups df components
ap~earsle~s pronounced when the costs of these componehts are adaed
which do not specifically depend 911 changes in the steam paI"ameteI"s.
The overall direct capital cQst trend of theinvestigated plants is
shoWhin Fig.8. This figure shows-chat the diI"ectplant costs for the
same I"eactot- outlet temp.erature and rod power change only 3.3 0/0 in
the transition from 120 to 170 ata I:l.t the maximum.
The.indiredt capital costS,are taken generally äs }O 0 /0 of' the
dire~t costs~ They include contihgencies, engineering expenses öf the
custbmer and start up costs.
The fabrication costs of the core fuel elements depend, as already
mentioned in our cases only on the core height. According to equation (1)
in chapter 4.5 this results in decreasing fabricating costs per kg
with rising outlet temperature. The weighting of these costs including
the costs of the axial and radial blankets with the corresponding amounts
of fuel results in less expenditure for the high rod power. After dis-
tribution over the generated power the curves shown in f.'ig.9a then
exhibit a plot proportional to liD.
The decreasing trend of the reprocessing costs with rising pressure
in Fig. 9b is due to the change in fuel masses. The cost differences at
constant pressure but varied outlet temperature and rod power are due to
the differences in efficiency.
In the costs of fissile material plotted in Fig.9c the influences
of various parameters superimpose. Eising pressure, on one hand, increa-
ses net efficiency, i.e. decreasing;costs and, on the other hand, a
lower breeding ratio, that implies rising costs, which explains the
occurrence of a minimum in the curves. Higher rod power at constant
temperature results in an improved breeding ratio and a lower net effi-
ciency; both have an influence on costs in a way that the minimum hardly
shifts with pressure. At constant rod power and rising outlet tempera-
ture the increasing net efficiency and the improved breeding ratio also
have a cost decreasing effect, but the minimum shifts toward higher pres-
sures with higber temperature due to the more marked change in the bree-
ding ratio.
The costs of the fissile material also include interest rates and
the reimbursement for the bred plutonium. While the first factor results
in cost savings with rising pressure because of the smaller amounts of
fuel, the plutonium reimbursement term results in increasing costs with
higher pressure because cf the proportionality with ( (BR-l)), since
both BR and D are influenced in an unfavourable way. D
The total fuel cycle costs are shown in Fig.10, which also inclu-
des the costs of fuel transport. The total fuel cycle costs dealt with
in the figure and table I are calculated for a lifetime of the radial
blahket at about two core times.
Summing up the specific fuel cycle and capital costs results in
the total cost of power generating plus a constant amount for plant
operating cost (mills 0.3/kWh)(Fig.1l). The plot shows the cost minimum
to shift towards higher pressures with rising temperatures. The maxi-
mum cost gain arising out of a transition from 120 to 170 ata appears
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with the highest rod power and eoolant temperature. The eost deereases
in this ease from mills 4.2/kWh to mills 4.05/kWh.
The cost program also allows the determination of the doubling
t1mes for the differeht re~etors. They are shown in Fig.12. The analysis
has made evident~ that the most favourablefeactors from the viewpoint
of doubling time are the reaetors with the highest power generating eosts.
5.3 Influenee ofTurbulenee. Pl'omoters
For a system pressure cf 120 ata at eore outlet the influence of
an artific1al roughening /-7,7 was invest1gated and compared to a case
of a smooth surface with respect to possibl~ improvement of heat trans-
fer. This roughen1ng Gonsists of circumferential transverse fins with
reetangular crOss seötion over only 75 % of the core height so as to
keep the necessary increase in compressor power as a eonsequence of the
roughen1ng effect as low as possible. With respeet to the producibility
and the arising corrosion phenomena the values of the following ratios
were fixed:
fin piteh
fin height =:10
fin height-~'''::;';;d-=-='~:z,:..;:.-= 0.015equ~v. ~ameter
This typeof surfae~ roughening inereases the loeal heat transfer ooef-
fie1ent by about a faetor of three and the friet10n factor by about a
factor of nine.
The results shownin Fig.13 are the net eff1eieney and the ratio
HeIDe as functions of the coolant outlet temperature for smooth fuel
elements and for elements equipped with turbulenee promoters. The eoo-
lant fraction a 1s 32 vol.%, the rod power X = 420 W/cm, the maximum
can temperature Tmax = 7000C in both cases.
It is shown that roughening will generally 1mprove the effieiency~
with the relative maximum shifting towards higher outlet temperatures.
With respeet to the eore geometry this requires a marked flattening of
the eores. For the ease represented here the maximum effieieney inerea-
ses from ~ 36 % at 5000c (smooth ease) to ~ 37 % at 540°C (rough
ease). The He/De ratio drops by about 50 % (from 0.3 to 0.15).
However, if the same core geometry as in the smooth ease is to be
maintained, it is neee?sary with eonstant eoolant volume fraction
(Fig.13) to inerease the outlet temperature considerably. For He/De
ratios larger than 0.3 the outlet temperature assumes values already
exeeeding 5800c. At outlet temperature as high as this, there will no
longer be any gain in terms of effieieney~ let alone the problems of
turbine materials.
Fig.14 shows the influence of the eoolant fraetion 0: on the roughe-
ning described above. The same eonditions apply as in Fig.13. It is seen
that an inerease in the coolant fraction results in an additional in-
crease in efficiency. The relative peaks shift towards an even higher
outlet temperature (cf. Fig.13). In the transition from 0:= 32 vol.%
to 50 vol. 0/0 the peak changes from ~ 5400 c to -= 5800c, the efficiency
rising by 1 - 2 % absolute.
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With respeet to the o01'e geometry an increase in a at constaht out...
let temperature results, :tri an increäse il} the He/De ratio. However, in
order to obtain ValU6$ for He/De of~ 0.]) to 0.6 in a reasonabletempera-
ture range '82 '< 560
0c ',:tt i~ necef?,sary tO iner~ase the eoolant ffaction
to more than 45 vOL%. Trus has·a very negat~veetfect on the total
breeding ratio. Moreover, the gain in terms of efficiency will b~ less.
, ' ,
Another possibili~yOf increa$ing the Hc/Dc ratio is reducing the
maximum can temperatur~ at eonstant outlet temperature (Fig.15: rough
case; 0 = 37 vol. 0/6; ~,if: 426W/em). However" this always entaiis a lass
in efficieney whieh very stronglyincreases with risirig outlettempera~
ture. Also at constant HeiDe the transition toa low6r can temperatute
results in a reduction in efficiency. The desirab1e tendencies; lower
can temperature (Tmax < 7000C), lower outlet temperatur~ ( 1S 2 <: 5600d)
and larger Hc/De (He/De > 0.3) thus have to be paid for 9Y a smaller
effieiency in any case.
Finally it should be pointed out here that the results of artifi-
cial roughening discussed in this section apply to apower of 1000 MW(e).
For smaller reaetors it is still possible that artifie1al roughening
would improve the core performa.').ce more significantly.
5.4 Core Stability
The main investigations of the dynamics and the safety qf the Dl-
plant are represented in a special report /-2 7. The influence of vari~d
parameters on the power coefficient and the distance from the stability
boundary is represented here. Both quantities are a characteristic for
stability and safety. k
The power coefficient ~7p is a measure for the feedback reactivity
induced by a power chan~. The stability condition for the core 1s
6k'
AP/p < o. 0
Therelative distance from the stability boundary a;- is astability
characteristic related to the important coolant dens!ty coefficient ay•
ao is the coolant density eoeffieient at the stability boundary,,gr
0 9 the value aehieved from ~he nuclear calculations.
The stabili ty eondition is~ tC 1.ggr .
a
Fig.16 shows - /~ /kp and :::.L as funetions of P2')::. and '8 2 for a~p ~ r
mean burnup. Inerease of the roff power X and decrease of the outlet
temperature -8 2 lead to an improvement in stabili ty. With inereasing
system pressure stability beeomes better, espeeially at '82 = 5000C.
6. Conclusions
a) The maximum of the net efficiency sharply depends on system pressure
and eoolant outlet temperature. Inereasing rod power leads to a lower
efficiency.
b) Increasing pressure allows for a smaller eore volume at nearly un-
changed core height. Higher rod power allows for lower core volumes.
e) The breeding ratio decreases with increasing pressure and decreasing
coolant temperature. Higher rod powers lead to higher breeding ratios.
The critical mass decreases with increasing pressure and is deerea-
sed with increasing rod power.
- 12 ..
d) The rating nearly is unchatlge<i with system pressure and cQolant outlet
ternpet'atUre.
e) The fuel cycle costs show an optimum which mainly depends on pressure
and temperature. At 5000C reactor outlet temperature it is in the
range of 150 to 160 ata. It shifts to higher pressures with increa-
sing temperature at lower coste. An increase in rod power decreases
costs but does not change the ~entioned tendency.
f) The direct capital costs decre~se with increasing pressure. The rod
power has a negligible influence on capital costs.
g) The power generating costs sharply depend on system pressure in the
range of 120 to 150 ata. At higher pressures the main influence is
given by temperature and rod power. The lowest power generating costs
appear at high pressure, high temperature and high rod power.
h) Artificial roughness means an increase in net efficiency, and for
1000 MW(e) a strong flattening of the cores. It can be compensated by
1) an increase of the coolant volume fraction, i.e. lower total
breeding ratio,
2) an increase of the coolant outlet temperature .. Le. problems with
turbine materials,
3) a decrease of the maximum can temperature .. i.e. a lower net
efficiency.
At a net electrical power less than 1000 MW(e) the same artific1al
roughening causes a lower flattening of the core. This leads to a
smaller coolant volume fraction or a lower coolant outlet tempera-
ture for a constantH /D -ratiD'J
c c
i) Higher rod power, higher system pressure and lower coolant outlet
temperature lead to an improvement in stability.
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TABLE I
Numerical Data of Systems Analysis (Smooth Heat Transfer Surfaces)
Varied Parameters
System PressurEl i-ata_7 120 120 120 120 150 150 150 150 170 170 170 170
Max. nom. Rod Power ~-W/cm] 370 420 370 420 370 420 370 420 370 420 370 420
Core Outlet Temperat. i-oc_7 540 540 500 500 540 540 500 500 540 540 500 500
Thermodyn.+ Nuclear Results
Core Diameter i-cm_7 263 249 318 296 248 232 306 286 245 228 309 286
Gore Height i-ern] 144 146 92 96 148 152 92 94 148 152 88 92
Net Efficiency i-%] 36.5 35.2 36.4 35.6 39.7 39.2 39,3 38.9 40.6 40.3 39.9 39.8
Core Pressure Drop i-at_7 10.5 14.4 4.5 6.7 8.4 11.6 3.4 4.6 7.2 9.8 2.5 3·5
CoolantMass Flow i-t / s_7 4.01 4.17 4.68 4.81 3.54 3.61 4.23 4.28 3.38 3.44 4.06 4.09
Total Breeding Ratio 1.194 1.198 1.166 1.173 1.166 1.173 1.131 1.141 1.142 1.15 1.103 1.11
Mass of Fissile Mat. i-kg_7 ·3236 2964 3226 2921 2996 2711 3029 2705 2945 2640 3030 2701
Mass of Fertile Mat. i-t ) 25.7 23.4 23·8 21.6 23.5 21.1 22.0 19.7 23.1 20.5 21.6 19.4
Rating i-MW(th)/kg_7 0.80 0.91 0.81 0.91 0.80 0.89 0.80 0.90 0.79 0.89 0.79 0.88
Costs Results
Direct Plant Gosts i-106 DM_7 379.2 383.4 370.1 372.5 369.9 373.3 360.8 361.7 369.2 370.4 363.1 362.3
FUEÜ Cyele Gosts i-Dpf/kWh_7 0.526 0.515 0.578 0.554 0.496 0.474 0.552 0.525 0.493 0.469 0.56 0.531
Energy Gen.Costs ~-Dpf/kWh_7 1.7 1.7 1. 72 1.71 1.64 1.63 1.67 1.65 1.63 1.61 1.68 1.65
Doubling Time i-a_7 42.5 37 52 43.5 51 43.5 71 57 60.5 51 103 81.5
Stabilit;r
Power Coefficient L-$_7 - 1.59 - 1.71 - 1.61 - 1.70 - 1.56 - 1. 77 - 1.75 - 1.87 - 1.64 - 1.81 - 1.98 - 2.08
Distance from 0.414 0.385 0.371 0.354 0.461 0.404· 0.366 0.345 0.461 0.418 0.314 0.307
Stability Boundary
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